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Stop Waiting.  Start Living.
Make Every Day Epic!

Check out the GP2LW Diet Guide 
@ www.bepichq.com/gp2lw.

Free Diet Guide

Month 1: Walk 1.5 miles a day 
(2.41 kilometers).

Month 2: Do 50 pushups & 50 
squats (or 100 of either) a day.

Month 3: Climb 800 stairs a day.

Exercise Challenge
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Sign up for any product pack at www.bepic.com*.

Create your GP2LW profile and submit “before” 
photo & weight in your back office (day 1).

Join “Get Paid to Lose Weight 90 Day Challenge” 
Facebook group and follow #gp2lw on Instagram.

Take B-Epic supplements, eat a healthy diet, and 
participate in GP2LW monthly exercise challenge.

Find 2 people to join GP2LW Challenge (week 1), 
then help those 2 people each find 2 people.

Submit your “after” photo & weight (day 90).

Join the 90-day Get Paid to Lose Weight (GP2LW) Challenge from B-Epic Worldwide. 
Anyone can enter and everyone can win! Participants are paid based on the amount of 
weight they lose using B-Epic products – up to $10 per pound (half kilo) lost. See site for details. 

Get Paid to Lose Weight Challenge
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Prizes & Details

TERMS & CONDITIONS: B-Epic Worldwide makes no claims as to the results of any products or programs. Before and Afterʼs used in marketing are meant to 
showcase the best results and should not be taken as a typical experience. Each person’s physiology and health-related habits are unique, so results will vary 
from person to person. Participants are advised to consult their physician before starting any new diet, exercise, or supplement program if they have a medical 
condition or take medications. Participants expressly release the company, including its distributors, officers, and personnel, from all risk, loss, injury, damage, or 
harm that may arise from participating in the GP2LW Challenge. Registration shall be deemed the participant’s acceptance of all rules, regulations, terms, 
conditions, etc. (including as amended) and their voluntary transfer to B-Epic Worldwide rights to photos and written responses. By submitting or posting, the 
participant agrees and consents to B-Epic Worldwide sharing their story, testimony, first name, last initial, state, country, start and end weights, and photographs 
in our marketing and with our subsidiaries and affiliates. This program is available in all B-Epic Worldwide operating markets. It is subject to applicable federal, 
state, and provincial laws and is void where prohibited. Prizes and rewards may vary by country. The GP2LW Challenge, including qualifications, benefits, prizes, 
etc., is subject to change at any time at B-Epic Worldwide’s sole discretion. Additional terms and conditions apply. See site for details. 

*Rules & Regulations
Participants can start the GP2LW Challenge on the 
1st day of any month. Each participant’s challenge 
lasts 90 days. Each person may enter only one time. 

All entry form and eligibility information must be 
complete and valid to qualify for a prize. 

Each GP2LW Challenge participant must: 

• Be at least 18 years of age and be signed up as a
   B-Epic Brand Partner before starting challenge.

• Maintain active B-Epic order of $70+ each month
   of their 90-day challenge. (Tip: Set up autoship.)

• Submit required forms, including before and after. 
   Instructions provided in bepic.com back office. 

Lose 5 pounds in 5 days!   Plus, get paid up to $500!
Everyone can win the Get Paid to Lose Weight (GP2LW) Challenge! All participants are 
awarded up to $10 per pound (medio kilo) lost based on the number of pounds they lose 
during their 90-day challenge. The maximum prize a participant can earn is $500 USD.
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